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Foreword
We have been told by the Shankaracharya that the universal self is
within us - that we are that universal self - it is not separate from the
ordinary self we know.

At the same time we know that the same universal

self is outside us - that it exists everywhere, in every cosmos, on every
scale.

That is what the Doctrine of Cosmoses is all about - every cosmos,

from the greatest to the smallest, contains the laws and principles belonging
to the whole universe, and that is why the intelligence of the whole universe
is contained in its smallest part.
How is it that the smallest part of the universe exhibits the same direction
in its growth and evolution, and combines with other parts to ensure that this
direction is maintained?

That is the point which has always baffled the

But actually it
is part of the natural order of things, and it is only our logical minds which
Just as a flight of birds can be seen to move as a single
cannot understand.
whole, yet there is no visible connection between each individual bird, so the
laws and principles which belong to the whole universe are enfolded, as it were,
wi tl'!.i.!1.: its· ·smallest part~ and if we wish to think and feel and act in accordance
with these laws and principles we have only to find the universal self within us.
To find the universal self within us is no great task involving special work
or discipline.
It is not found by effort, but rather the reverse.
Each
individual bird in a flight does not make any great effort to maintain its place,
but how dpes it.actually do it?
By uniting itself with the whole flight - it
is really very simple.
In the same way, when we do the meditation the
individual part of the mind becomes united with that part of the mind which
is universal, and to do this is also very sL~ple, for if we follow the mantra
Eventually all our actions will come under the . '
it will take us there.
scientists, for outwardly there is nothing to explain it.

influence of this universal part of the mind, and then everything we do is bound
to be right - it cannot be otherwise.
If you look at the diagram you will see that there is a point in the centre.
This point is the universal self.

On this level the three forces combine in

a way which is incomprehensible for our minds.

Each of the three forces can

act in the capacity of any other, and the number of combinations is unlimited.
But on the next level, that of the inner triangle, there are three separate
triads.

These three triads are those of creation, regeneration and conception -

the remaining three triads do not arise until the level below, and it is not
until this level - that of the inner circulation - that all six triads manifest.
On the next and subsequent levels the number of triads is doubled, a.t,d they
become laws - laws which are more and more fixed and imm~table .as the numbers
increase.
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This description is based on the system we were given by ~.r Ouspensky,
and it contains certain very deep truths.

The first and second levels are

different from the levels below.
Like an architect's design for a building while it is still on the drawing board it is above the level on which action
begins, but when the drawings are handed to the builder, many things can happen,
for the work is no longer under the architect's direct control.
It is at this stage that the further three triads come into play~ the triad
of involuntary actions, that of destruction or disintegration, and that of
self will or imaginary desires.
This does not mean that these three triads
are wrong - it means that they~ be wrong i f they are not directly under the
universa.t will..
··
But more important perhaps is the fact that above a
certain level nothing can be wrong, and that is the place we have to find.
Mr Ouspensky used to speak of finding the way into a special room, and when
one had found it, Qf shutting the doo~~
This room. is above the level of action,
and if we can learn how to find it at will, eventually it will be with us all
the time, and will influence everythillg' .we do. And then everything will be
right.

It is really very simple.
emotlonal-

m:enta.1.·
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I would like to understand the enneagram - could you explain how it works?
The enneagram is a very extraordinary symbol.

It is more like a diagram

than a symbol - a diagram of perpetual motion.
Then what is it actually for?
It is the key to all knowledge.
for other systems

If you know how to use it, there is no need

of knowledge, for it can answer any question you put to it.

But where does it come from?
It came to us originally from the system we were given by P.D.Ouspensky, but it
is not necessarily tied to the teachings of that system, and is probably of very
much earlier origin.

Its mame would imply that it was developed by the Greeks,

and it has certain things in common with Greek musical theory.

But the circle

of nine points belongs to very early Hindu teachings, and is the basis of our
present day mathematics.
- Then how is it actually constructed?
It consists fundamentally of three parts.

There is the circle of nine points,

there is the triangle within the circle, and connecting the two is a circulation
of very unusual form.
But why nine points?
The circle of nine points is the basis of the decimal system, the principles of
which it contains.

Ihe numbers in the enneagram should be taken, not

arithmetically, but as the powers of a geometrical series.
decimals, like the figures in a table of logarithms.

They are in fact

And the base of the logs

can be anything one likes to make it, for the enneagram can be taken on any scale.
Then what is the triangle for?
The triangle contains all the higher stores of energy belonging to the organism,
and the three corners of the triangle are places where energy enters the organism
from outside.

The remaining six points, together with point

of seven steps - points

9, form a progression

I,2,4,5,7,8 and 9 - like an octave or a period of

dimensions.
- Then have points 3,6 and 9 a special significance?
- Yes, they provide the necessary stimulus to enable the progression to continue.
If one of them was missing, the progression would change its direction or cease.
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Then how is the inner circulation constructed?
You remember we said that points I,2,4,5,7,8 and 9 divide the circle into
seven steps.

What would be the numerical value of these seven steps?

l would say they were each a seventh of the circle.
Yes, that is right.

The circle itself is a symbol of unity, and its

numerical value is one.

If we divide one by seven we obtain the strange

recurring decimal .142857.

The next point 2 will have a value twice this,

or .285714, the next three times this, or .428571, the next four times, or
.571428 and so on.

Finally, point

9 will have the value .999999 or unity.

- Then is the inner circulation based on these numbers?
Y~s, the inner circulation is obtained by joiming the six points together in
the order of this recurring decimal.

In this way an endless circulation is

obtained - a circulation which is irreversible, like the bloodstream, and
continuous throughout the lifetime of the organism.·
- What does this circulation refer to - what does it actually mean?
- Every organism - every living being - contains certain circulations of energy.
These circulations, which can be on very different levels, carry matter or energy
from one part of the organism and deliver it to another.
It is in the triangle,
at the various points of intersection, that energy is stored, and it is in the
six points around the circle that energy is used - or in some cases manufactured
by our various functions.
- You said that energy enters the organism from outside, at the three corners
of the triangle?
- Yes, .a differe1ft"kJn<l o~ energy enters the organism at each corner, which means
there are really three circulations.
The first is centred around point 9, and
passes through points I,4,2,8,5 and 7, the second is centred around point 3, and
passes through points 4,7,5,2,8 and I, and the
and passes through points 7,I,8,5,2 and

4.

third is centred around point 6,
Each of these three circulations

is of a different materiality, and all three are necessary for the complete
fulfilment or evolution of any living organism.

Unless they are all fully

working, the laws of the universe are not fully realised in the organism, and
it remains incomplete.
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- You have explained how the enneagram is constructed, but what do you see as
its main purpose - how can it be used?
- It is a way of understanding man's evolution, or in other words the
fulfilment of his life.

The progression of steps around the circle can only

show man's evolution outwaEdly.

It is impossible to change or control this

evolution from without, for it depends on the inner circulation, and on the
presence of certain energies in the triangle.

Within the triangle is a still

further complete enneagram which contains man's higher functions.

Unlike the

outer circulation, this inner circulation is fully working in us, although we may
not know it.

Within this again is man's threefold nature - unity, bliss

and consciousness.
Then does the meditation come from this inner triangle?
Yes it does, and the mantra circulates within this inner circulation.

This

has an influence on the outer circulation, and on the progression of steps
around the circle.

The control comes from the centre outwards - it cannot

be otherwise.
You mean the flow of energy has to be freed?
Yes, certain connections are missing between the inner and the outer
circulations. rt is these connections which have to be freed.
Then is it possible to say what these different circulations are?
Yes indeed.

The outer circulation is that of man's three nervous systems,

the autofiomie, which is centred around point 9, the spinal, which is centred
around point 3, and the voluntary, which is centred around point 6.

The focus

of the autonomic nervous system is the heart, where the sympathetic division of
the autonomic belongs.

The focus of the spinal nervous system is the body,

and the focus of the voluntary nervous system is the head.
And what does the inner circulation contain?
The inner circulation is that of man's higher functions - the higher emotional
function, which is centred around the heart at point 9, the sex function, which
ia centred around the body at point 3, and the higher mental function, which is
centred around the head, at point 6.
- And what kind of energy is it which belongs to this inner circulation?
The energy which belongs to this inner circulation is on the level of positive
emotion and above.
As one has experienced from the meditation, this energy
has no negative side.
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Tell me more about the autonomic nervous system.
Possibly, but we need more evidence.

Do you mean it is incomplete?

Certainly. man's emotional life is not

complete.
Wasnt it once said that man is a self-creative being?
Yes, two things were said - first, that man is like a machine driven by external
influences, and secondly that he is a self-creative being.
These two things seem at first sight to contradict each other.
Yes, they do if you take them on the same level.

But suppose the first

statement referred to the cerebra-spinal nervous system, and the second to the
autonomic, particularly that part of it, the sympathetic,

which is concerned

with positive emotion, then the idea begins to make sense.
You mean, what is missing in us is positive emotion?
Yes, the possibility of completing the evolution of the autonomic nervous system
and freeing ourselves from suffering.
After all, why should-man have to suffer so?
Suffering is not a necessary part of his evolution - he was certainly not born to
suffer, he was born to enjoy life to the full.
- So what you are really saying is that the meditation is a way of freeing us
from suffering?
- Yes, a natural way - something which man once possessed, but has long since
forgotten.
'lrut is there no way of doing this by our own efforts?
They are far too slow.

Our emotions work many thousands of times faster than

our thoughts and our movements, so how can we hope to control them by our own
volition'?
- I am beginning to see what you mean ••••••

Do you think the enneagram could

help us to understand this better?
- Yes, I think it could, and at the same time we might discover how the
meditation works.
- Tnen where do we begin?
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- T"nere is something I never mentioned about the enneagram - something
very important about the inner circulation.
What is that?
The inner circulation contains the six triads.
- What do you mean by the six triads?
The six different combinations of tnree forces.

As you know, it is a law

that nothing happens anywhere in the universe unless three forces come together.
But it is the order in which they come together which determines the nature
of events,
- You mean they can come together in different ways?
Yes, any of the three forces.can be first in order, or second or third.
means that there can only be six different combinations

This

six different kinds

of things which can happen in the whole universe.
- Then what are these six different things?
- Well, if you remember,the first force is active, the second passive, and the
third neutral.

'lhe order active - neutral - passive means one thing, the

order passive - active - neutral means another, the order neutral - active passive means a third, and so on.
- But how does this apply to the enneagram?
It applies to the inner circulation.
Point I is passive, point 2 is neutral
and point 4 is active.
point 8 is active.

Similarly, point 5 is passive, point 7 is neutral and

You will see that-the ,combination I - 4 - 2 .. is one kind _of

triad, the •C1>.mbi1l.8-tion 8 - 5 - 7 is another.

~

- 5 - 7 is the triad of crea tio?:&

In the next circulation, 4 - 7 - 5
I - 4 - 2 is the triad of regeneration.
8 - I is the triad of disintegration.
An4
is the triad of combustion, 2
I
8 is the triad of conception, 5 - 2 - 4 is'
in the third circulation, 7
the triad of imagination.

All six triads are there.

-So each circulation has a different meaning?
- Yes, each circulation has a different function in relation to the diagram
as a whole, a fmiction determined by the triads it contains.
But each triad
is connected with other triads - one leads into another.

That is what the

diagram makes clear - .that is what we never understood before.
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- How can one discover what these six triads mean - dont they mean different
things on different scales and in different situations?
- No - they may appear to be different, but they are not.

Essentially, each

triad always means the same thing, on whatever scale or in whatever situation
it manifests.
Then how can one learn to recognize them?
By studying them in the enneagram, and observing them in the world around us.
Suppose we take the first two, for instance - I - 4 - 2, and 8 - 5-- 7.
triad 8 - 5 - 7 ie the triad of creation.

The

Creation starts on a very high level.

It is a descending process - it works from the top downwards.
Then what is the combination I - 4 - 2?
- The combination I - 4 - 2 is the means of supplying the high level energy
required for creation.

You can see this in the diagram - the energy ··

manufactured at point 2 moves across to point 8, to become the active principle
in the triad 8 - 5 - 7.
Then how does I - 4 - 2 produce this high level energy?
- It is a process of separating fine matter from coarse.
instance.

Take ox;ygen, for

Oxygen in its passive state at point I is bonded with hydrogen in

the form of water, H2o.
BY "the action of photosynthesis in plants at point
the bond' between .oxygen and hydrogen is broken, and the oxygen escapes into
the earth's atmosphere at point 2.

4,

It then goes across to point 8 where it

becomes available to living creatures- on the earth's surface as active oxygen the breath of life.
And so by the triad 8 - 5 - 7 life on earth is created.
- Then both these triads are necessary for the creation of life on earth?
- Yes - the interesting thing is that a perfect balance is kept between them the level of oxygen in the earth's atmosphere is balanced by the mass of life
on the earth's surface.
It seems as if a higher intelligence is at work?
Yes, one can compare it with our own breathing - as the activity of the body
cells increases, so the rate of breathing changes.

But there is much more to it

than that.
- How do you mean?
These are two of the most important triads in the meditation - that is why
they are of particular interest to us.
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You will see from the diagram that the meditation has a circulation of its
own, within that of our functions.

This inner circulation is the circulation

of consciousness, and it brings light to our functions, so that they work in
the light instead of in darkness.

It follows that work on the control of

our functions is unnecessary, in fact it only gets in the way, because the flow
of energy from the meditation should be moving from the centre outwards, whereas
work on the control of our functions entails a flow of energy in the opposite
direction.
This means that if the flow of energy is working as it should, the origin
of all our actions would come from the centre.

Consequently everything we

think or say or do would be bound to be right, because the centre is what we
are

it is our being.

So when this point is reached there is no longer

any need for practical disciplines and systems, and we are free to pursue any
form of knowledge available to us.
But how does it come about that sooner or later all our actions come from
the centre?

It is very simple, and no speciaL. work is required.

Perhaps

the easiest way to understand what happens is by the analogy given us by the
Maharishi of dipping a piece of cloth in yellow dye.

Every time the cloth

is dipped and put out in the sun, a certain amount of the colour becomes fixed,
although the rest has faded.

If this process is carried out regularly, sooner

or later the cloth will become fully charged with the colour of the dye, and
this colour will be permanent.

When this point is reached, everything we

think or say or do will be influenced by the nature of the colour in the cloth,
and so there is ne need to worry any longer.

How simple, and how wonderful

to be free!
In the meanwhile, we can get a great deal of help from triads, especially··
when they are put in the enneagram, and we begin to understand how they
interrelate.

It is the difference between triads which is important, and

it is something we have to feel direct, in the same way that we feel the
difference between materials, for instance.
And one of the most important
differences we have to learn'how to feel is that between the triads 5 - 2 - 4
and I - 4 - 2.

why is the difference between these two triads so important?

It is because so many of the methods and systems available in the world today
depend on the triad 5

2 - 4 - they depend on holding something in mind -

making a mental picture of what one wants to reach, of what one's aim is,
trying to remember something one has once experienced, trying to control one's
thoughts and hold one's attention - many things of·t:nat kind.

But the

meditation is different - it has nothing to do with that kind of thing, and
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works on a different principle - that of direct experience.
triad used in the meditation is the triad I - 4

And the

2.

You may remember: · th~ . story about the man who spent many years of his life
searching for his beloved, and when he eventually found her he realised she
wasnt like he thought she was

the picture he had made of her was wrong?

That is what can happen with the triad 5 - 2 - 4.
the triad of the meditation, is quite different.

But the triad I - 4 - 2,
How is it . actually.'different?

When we do the meditation we make no attempt to hold any preconceived ideas in
mind, to remember what we want or where we are going, or
we simply sit down and start repeating the mantra.
reach

direct experience of being.

anything like that,

And sooner or later we

In this way it is not possible to be

misled,.
The triad 5 - 2 - 4 is not necessarily wrong.
belongs to one of

But in: this context it

the outer circulations, the circulation about point 6, and

is connected with work on functions, whereas the triad I - 4 - 2 works on the
level of consciousness.

'rhat is what is wrong with many methods derived

from schools - they use the triad 5 - 2 - 4, and it leads to wrong results.
People get something, but it soon evaporates, so they have to go back for more.
And so they become dependent.

But with the meditation, one gets something of

one's own. - one is not dependent on outside influences - on a teacher or a
school.

What one gets comes from the centre - from oneself.

There is, of c.ourse, an application of the triad 5 - 2 - 4 in the inner
circulation, directly connected with the meditation.

You will see that ·

point 4, in this triad, links up with point 4 in the triad I - 4 - 2.
are actually the same material, and a very important one.

They

This material is

like the enzymes in the digestive process - it has to be presen..~ in order that
the meditation can work.

:But it is no good expecting to find it, for it is

way beyond our direct control.

As we do the meditation it increases more and

more, and it does so on its own, in its own time.
The other triad which is linked to the triad I - 4 - 2 is the triad'
2-8-I.

We have said that the triad I - 4 - 2 is the separation of fine

matter from coarse, and obviously if fine matter is separated from coarse, the
coarse matter has to be disposed of, otherwise it will collect at point 2 and
get in the way.

·rhis elimination process is the triad 2 - 8 - I, and it has

many applications - on the physical level by exhaling ca::r:bon dioxide, for
instance, on the psychological level by dreams and turning thoughts, and on
the emotional level. in a number of ways, of which laughter is often the most
effective.

Many people think that outbursts of anger or even violence are

a way of relieving emotional tensions, and well they may be, but it is not a
natural way.

All forms of negative emotion are unnatural for man, and he is
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much better off without them, if only because they rob him of the energy he
needs for positive emotion.
And if the triad 2 - 8 - I is working properly
during meditation, it will enable negative thoughts and feelings: .to dissipate,
and so prevent too great a build-up of the wrong energy at point 2.
So there is real hope that as we continue with the me~itation our negative
emotions will sooner or later disappear.
In fact, if we are able to reach the
influence of the centre, we shall not only see how small and unnecessary our own
negative emotions are, but we may also understand how they arise in other people,
and so be able to help them.

~

~

2~
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One of the meanings of these three circulations in the enneagram is
connected with different ways - different traditional methods.

The first

•.

circulation is centred around point 3, and is the physical way - the way of
the fakir - the second is centred around point 6, and is the intellectual way
the way of the yogi - and the third circulation is centred around point 9, and
is the emotional way - the way of the monk.
Although many offshoots of these traditional ways have recently appeared
in the west, we know very little about them in their true form, except that they
have to be carried out in the special conditions of a school or a monastery, and
are obviously unsuitable for people in the world today.

Their object is not,

as one might suppose, to improve man's-ordinary functions, it is to reach the
kingdom of heaven.

But their methods are long and arduous - they take the

kingdom of heaven by force - and it was always said that a fourth way existed one which could reach the kingdom of heaven much more easily, for it worked on
all three ways simultaneously.

And although it was far from clear what was

meant, the system we inherited from Mr Ouspensky did in fact claim to be this
fourth way, although attempts to carry it out in the conditions of modern life
were not on the whole successful.

Something was missing - something was

obviously wrong with certain aspects of the system, although few people could
see what it was.

rt

was, of course, the meditation which was missing.

maintained that such a

Mr Ouspensky always

method existed somewhere - a method which could take one

at will to that quiet place within one where life is regulated.
he

How often had

said that one had to find that place, and having found it, to learn how to

get there again and again.

But without the right technique he would say, it

is difficult, •••••
'what is the secret of the meditation?

How can it make the traditional

ways unnecessary, and take us straight to the kingdom of heaven?

And how

does it differ from other methods - other forms of meditation, for instance?
Clearly, it is connected with another thing that Mr Ouspensky used to say, that
')(

consciousness and functions can exist independently of each other.

Other·

methods depend on learning to control our functions, but the meditation ignores
Having reached . ,
functions, and goes straight to the source of consciousness.
the source of consciousness it is able to influence our functions - to bring the
light into them, as it were.

And so functions begin to work as they should,

and the results obtained by the traditional ways through.years of effort and
struggle can be got from a few months of meditation.

--~age
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"In the 19JOis some of us attended ••• lectures in London by P.D.Ouspensky.
* •..••• in tha course of these he maintained (among much else that was new
to us) that consciousness exists independently of physical or mental
funotions ._.• ,. •• 11

+•
**

•From the very beginning we must understand that functions are
one thing and states of consciousness -another.'
, ••• consciousness and functions are quite different things. To move
to think
to have sen~ations - these are functions ;they
' to feel,
. or not •.•
can work quite
independently ~f whether we are conscious
To be conscious is someth1ng quite different ••••••••.• Functions
can be compared to machine$ world.ng in varying degrees of light.
These machines are such that they are able to work better in light
than in darkness ••••••• Consciousness is light and machines are
functions.'
'functions and states of consciousness are independent of each other ·
and exist by themselves. The state of consciousness affects
functions , and increased consciousness will create new functions.
Compl~te, real awakening will produce new functions which we do
not have now.'
1

When we are conscious we become connected with higher centres and
then the whole picture changes.'

• ••••• if a man were to become even a little conscious ••• for half
an hour or even for a few minutes, it would make such a enormous
difference that all we know about ordin-ary man would be
inapplicable to him.'
'The slight differences between people are differences in functions,
but real difference of being is difference of state of consciousne·s s,
• ••• we cannot see whether another man is conscious or not
or more
conscious than we are~ He will look the same 1 or even
~d this
is particularly interesting, it often happens that peopie who
are more developed may look less conscious and we may take them
to be more mochan:i.cal than wo are. ,

*

'En~rgy _o! consciousness is not recognized by psychology and by
scientific schools ••••••• One can know consc:i:ausness only in oneself.'
'The study of consciousness is so far quite outside the range of
laboratory science; only an individual can know
and then only
about himself.'
'

• · .Ext~acts from Dr Roles' Colet Rouse paper October 1979 (79/29)

** Extracts from P.D.Ouspensky•s meeting reports.
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Now the method on which the meditation depends is simply this, that the
effects of the half-hour's med"i.tation come out naturally during the day, and
influence all our functions.
different

The practical methods of the system. are

they depend on deliberate

efforts of one kind or another - efforts

to hold the attention, to control one's thoughts, to create certain attitudes,
to give up certain features and develop others ••••••
As the meditation goes deeper and becomes established, one begins to r ealise
that these disciplines are unnecessary.

One begins to depend more and more

on the meditation, and the more one depends on it, the better it works.
Eventually one learns how_ to leave everything to it, and when this point is
reached one's actions come from within one - from oneself - and consequently
no other d~iplines are needed.

(X,

This, very briefly, is what the meditation is about, and how it fits into
the history of our work.

Strangely enough, it explains many stories and

sayings about the fourth way, which never made sense before.

But what everyone
seems to have missed is the fact that if such a way existed, it must work from
the top downwards, and so make work on the control of our functions unnecessary.
Nor was it realised that a method of this kind would be suitable for all types
of people.

\f ork on the control of our functions, physical, mental or emotional,

can be very unsafe without special knowledge of types.

But thi& method imposes

nothing from without, it works from within, from the deepest part of each _of us .
So what is right for e.a ch of us comes naturally, and conflict is avoided.
The meditation lies within the reach of everyone, and no special preparation
is needed.

It is perhaps the only method in the world today which was

designed to be carried out in the ordinary conditions of modern l iving.

And for

this reason it enables our life to take on a new meaning - to be lived and enjoyed
to the full ~

This, on a big scale, is what ., is needed in the world today.

how can one ensure

But

that it does not disappear, as it has so often before in the

history of mankind?

The real need is for those who have been given special

knowledge through the system and the Shankaracharya's tradition to discover how
the meditation works.

Then it will not disappear again, at least among those

who truly understand it.

This would be third line of work - work on the

biggest possible scale - work which could help mankind.

(,()er. H.H.'s answer to F.C.R.'s question on this subject, quoted in his book,
"A Lasting Freedom"

pp. 75/76.
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MORE ARDUOUS DISCIPLINE

In

1962

I asked the Shankara-

charya this question:
Beginners often say, 'Is it only this simple thing we have to do?
Are there not other more advanced disciplines that are needed
to lead a man_ to Turiya (Enlightenment)?'
S. The rigorous disciplines of the past, which people often
expect, have been done away with. This simple meditation
system has now been created to relieve people nowadays of the
hard labour that they would be unable tQ undertake .... There
is no need to frighten people with the threat of hard work later
on. The difficulty is right at the beginning, and once one is
properly started one should find f~er progress only more
easy.... As far as the simplicity of the method is concerned,
that is the result of a Conscious experiment which has been
brought to the present stage. Compare the invention ofprinting;
it was very cumbersome at the beginning, but now it has been
so developed that we take it for granted and never question it.
Perhaps this simple meditation system will be taken for granted
at a later stage.
•
The simplicity is of course.the result of previous hard work.
When a photograph has been taken, processed, and made into a
block, then it can be printed in thousands without any difficulty.
The difficulty is experienced in the first stage - that of making
the block. In just that way a few Self-Realized men who
penetrated the subject with their foresight encompassing 'three
times together' (past, present and future) made experiments
with this.method, and·when it was found to suit this generation,
they passed it on to many.
Resultr reached by this .m ethod ·couid· :ifso be acl1icvcd by
other methods like Yoga, prayer, etc.~ but those don't suit the
ordinary man's life, and they can't g~t far on those lines to-day.
Yet all that others used to get by hard discipline, can be got by
this one.
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But to return to the enneagram, how can tha me4itation be shown?

Obviously

it belongs to the inner circle in the diagram, and it has a circulation of its own.
Being on a level above functions, yet it touches the other three circulations at
every point.

Like the element hydrogen, which is the lightest of all the elements,

yet ~t is continually uniting itself with carbon, oxygen and nitrogen in the
processes connected with life, so this circulation - the circulation of the light,
or of consciousness, is continually uniting itself with the other three circulations
and thus enabling them to work as they should.

Once this circulation is

established, there is nothingwe have to do, except to ensure that it is working
properly through the practice of meditation.

2/22
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- If you look at the inner circulation in the enne~'j-ou will notice first~
that it is symmetrical, and secondly that on each side three points are connected
together - I,4, and 2 on the right, and 8,5, and
Then what does this mean?

7 on the left.

- F.ach side is a different t ·r iad, a different combination of the three forces.
But how do the two sides differ from each other?
- The order of forces is different - the right hand side is passive - active neutral, the left hand side is active - passive - neutral.
- Then "'hat is the significance of this?

( see 2/24 )

- Well, look at the big diagram of the universe./ The triad 8 - 5 - 7 is creation They say nowadays that it is
it is the way stars come into being, for instance.
possible to observe newly born stars in the dust clouds of the Milky Way and other
galaxies.

But the triad I - 4 - 2 is the way in which life is developing within

the structure of stars - at least within our star - and being circulated throughout
the universe.

It is a completely different process.

- But how does life circulate - how is the universe made alive?
- The elements of living matter are developed on the right hand side, and
circulated along the line 2 - 8, and so distributed. among the stars and galaxies on
the left hand side, by the triad 8 - 5 - 7.
- Then are there other processes too?
Yes, the triad 7 - I - 8.
This is the triad of conception - at some point in
creation the idea of a star has to be conceived.
When the will, the crewtive
energy is available the triad 8 - 5 - 7 can begin to work.
- Then what is the next triad - the triad 4 - 7 - 5?
- The triad 4 - 7 - 5 refers to the processes going on within stars - the 'burning'
of hydrogen into helium, in which process carbon, oxygen and nitrogen act as
catalysts _-in the caso of our sun - a process which is thought to be connected with
the role played by these three elements in organic life.

The same elements take

part in .the next triad.', 5 - 2 - 4, whereby, in conjunction vith the triad. I - 4- 2,
living matter comes into being.
Then what is the ilr.iad 2 .- 8 - I?
_ It is the triad by which organic matter reverts back to the basic elements from
which it came.

This process is going on around us all the time, on every scale.

It marks the starting point of a new life, a new beginning, by the triad I - 4 - 2.
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- According to the enneagram, every part of the universe, every cosmos. contains
the same laws and p~inciples as the whole.

It is therefore not surprising that

these six triads can be found also in man.
- In what form can they be found?
- Wellt take his everyday activities, for instance.

If you want examples of

these, the best place to look is in the newspapers.
- One would think there are many more than six?
- No, there are only six.

Man is continually using the wrong triad, consequently

the results of his actions are seldom what he expected.

When, occasionally, he

hits on the right triad, he achieves something really remarkable.
Then what is man's highest a.ctivitj!:'L
We see
The highest form of actirlty possible for man is the triad 7 - I - 8.
examples of this activity in art, science and religion.
It is connected with
mystical experience, artistic inspiration and scientific discovery.
- You mean, the conception of a great work of art, for instance? ·
- Yes, very high levels of energy are made available by this triad - enough,
sometimes, to produce fantastic achievements, far above man's ordinary powers.
And this triad leads into the creativ.e triad, 8 - 5 - 7.?
Yes, the triad 8 - 5 - 7 is like building a house - it requires effort, all
along the line.
different

But the triad next to it, the triad 4 - 7 - 5, is completely

- it goes by itself - no effort is required.

These two triads are

constantly being ~istaken for each other.
- And is the same thing true of the triads I - 4 - 2 and 5 - 2 - 4?
CUriously enough it is - they are completely different from each other, yet
taken to be the same.
picturing something.

The triad 5 - 2 - 4 starts with thinking, imagining or
But the triad I - 4 - 2 starts with being.

- What do you mean by 'being'?
- When one is completely passive and innocent, as one sometimes is at momenta
during the day, then maybe one experiences being.
I dont think this happens very often?
Probably more often than you think.
It is connected with the meditation ••••
- But how is it confused with the triad 5 - 2 - 4?
- People think they can find it by trying, but it is not like that ••••
And does the triad 2 - 8 - I follow on from the triad I -

4.- 2?

- Yes, this triad is connected with destruction - the newspapers are full of it.
But it is not easy to understand •••••
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- You spoke of 'being'.

Would you say that these six triads exist in our own

being - our own individual life?
- Yes, they do.
levels of energy.

Each of us is an accumulator of higher influences - higher
These higher levels have to be extracted from the many

different impressions which come to us~ and stored in our hearts.

This process

is carried out by the triad I - 4 - 2, the triad of the meditation.
- What

do

you mean by 'higher influences'?

Positive emotion, happiness, bliss, •••
But how does this triad work - what does it actually do?
It is a process of separating fine matter from coarse.
And when the fine matter is separated from the coarse, what happens then?
It is available for the work we

it passes across to point
8 -

5 - 7,

a,

eo

during the day.

As you see from the diagran, 1

and becomes the active principle in the triad

the triad of creative work.

'!hen what is the triad

7 - I - 8?

It is remembering what to do, or what has to be done.
And the triad 5 - 2 - 4?
- 'Ihe triad 5 - 2 - 4 is the way desires are created.

It comes from beyond one.
It produces active energy

at point 4, which sets the triad 4 - 7 - 5 in motion ••••
I thought we were trying to become free from desires?
No, no - desires are legitimate.

Without them nothing would happen - the

world would come to a stop.
It is when they cannot be realised that things go
wrong~
Our purpose is to help man to fulfil his desires, not to deprive
him of them.
- Is that the only purpose of this triad?
- No~ it has another · much deeper purpose.

The active energy it produces at

point 4 is a kind of catalyst, which enables the triad . I - 4 - 2 to work.

This

is the meaning of that saying 'To him that hatb shall be given ••••• '
And

if one's desires are not realised, what happens then?

- Emotional energy will collect at point 2, and may eventually release itself
in the form of negative emotions, by-the triad 2 - 8 - I.

But if the triad

I - 4 - 2 is working as it should, it will look after all that.

As in the

parable of the wheat and the tares, it will gather together the tares, and bind
them in bundles to burn them, but the wheat will be gathered into my barn.
"Then shall the righteous shine forth as the sun in the _kingdom of their father.
Who hath ears to hear let him hear."
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